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has been clear in many of our
lives this past year and a half
that intentional Sabbath rest is
more than simply having a break from
work. Many of us, though we are doing
less, are more exhausted physically,
mentally, emotionally, and spiritually
than we have ever been. Questions
regarding how to have a Sabbath during
the pandemic are everywhere we turn.
What does it look like to have true
spiritual rest and renewal when
everything around us feels so foreign?
This break from community, from
spending time in our churches and with
our families feel oppressive, unending
and at times, hopeless. Genuine rest is
needed.

It

My morning devotions have been
reading through “Sabbath Society
Circles: Vol. One” by Shelly Miller. While
mulling over the weightiness of current
events, I happened upon a thought by
Miller, “Though a forced halt from
routine wasn’t what we would’ve chosen
for ourselves, the unforeseen situation
allowed for our faith to grow and
discernment to deepen.” While this

was published nearly a year before the
pandemic began, her words are
prophetic for today. We are very much
in the midst of a forced halt. Our typical
rhythms and routines have been turned
on their heads. How can this terrible
time in our world be redeemed? Miller
goes on to say, “We can interpret
interruptions as roadblocks to peace or
as moments for deepening relations,
trusting in the path God dictates.”
Genesis 2:3 says, “So God blessed the
seventh day and made it holy…”God
makes time holy, set apart, sacred, and
He can make this time of tumult in our
world into something holy, too. It’s all
in our perception of who God is. What
truth about God do you need to
remember today?
While we are in the midst of this forced
halt, my prayer is that we allow our
faith to grow, our discernment to
deepen and that we fix our eyes upon
Jesus, the author and perfecter of our
faith.
Friends: if you are interested in learning
more about Sabbath practices, join me
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and the LDA team virtually or in person
in Washington, DC for our October 23rd
event, Finding Rest and Delight in
Restless Times: Practicing Sabbath in
Everyday Life. The seminar will be led
by Dr. Norman Wirzba, the author of
several books on the topic of Sabbath
rest. Find the flyer and link to register
on page 5 of this newsletter. Hope to
see you there and connect with you all
in real time!
Joy Scafide
LDA Co-Director
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SUNDAY OBSERVANCE IN 2021:
EMERGING FROM THE PANDEMIC
BY REV. DONALD B. CONROY, STL, PHD
emerge from the Covid-19
As we
Pandemic in 2021-22, we are
still living in a twilight zone of
understanding how personally, in our
families, in our community and
especially in our Sunday worship
experience what this long period of
isolation, restricted pastoral practice
and lack of Sunday congregational
sharing have meant.
When we reflect, we can observe both
negatives and positives as we resume
some semblance of normality in how we
face the future in the religious
community.
My hope is to provide you with some
helps to not only get back to an
appearance of functionality and
pastoral recovery but also actually look
at the challenges and make this a
moment personally, pastorally and
ecumenically to renew the practices of
Sabbath-Keeping and observe the
Lord’s Day with renewed enthusiasm.
The Negative Impact and Obstacle to
Sunday Observance
We all have experienced this difficult
period in the past year and a half. Each
one of us has his or her own story of
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how we have navigated and survived
throughout the pandemic. Through
faith, prayer and perseverance we have
learned much from the plague of
biblical proportions that has affected
our families, our congregations and our
call to ministry and service to others in
need. These are tremendous
“roadblocks” to our normal living but
these obstacles can be turned through
the Providence of God into “stepping
stones” vulnerable to a better future.
We have experienced how our Sunday
worship was greatly restricted by
closing actual worship sites by
authorities in the name of public health
or by greatly hampering the number
and occasions of Sunday prayer and
worship. This affected both old and
young. Our elderly, who were
particularly vulnerable to the Covid-19
infection and its deadly effects felt the
isolation from family and communal
gatherings and often suffered in silence
at home or in care facilities.
The young, especially young families,
felt the lack of support in preaching,
teaching and praying together with the
congregation. Grandchildren and
grandparents were separated from one
another with the inability to simply

celebrate family Sunday meals or gave
regular sustaining and healthy
relations.
These adults in the middle often lost
their jobs or felt the economic crunch
to get on with life and careers. Young

Unless something is
done soon, the
recovery time will
lengthen and the
momentum will be
lost.
adults both unmarried and in their early
vulnerable years had to cope with
unusual circumstances in which to
proceed with church connections and
Bible study among other supporting
activities.
All in all, it was a difficult time and its
effects often remain in the present.
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Seeing Negative Impacts As
Providential Challenges
Where do we begin our recovery
efforts? One thing many congregations
have developed over the past year is
their on-line video capability to livestream worship on Sunday and to do
mid-week Scripture Study in small
Zoom groups. Mid-week home and
family Scripture preparation for the
upcoming Sunday readings is a way of
helping families and others to prepare
for a more meaningful Sunday
experience. Also, sick, home-bound and
elderly can still maintain connection
with Sunday worship with new followup home visits from the parish or local
church members and clergy. This builds
upon the experience of the past year. In
addition, we can now work in
evangelizing the un-churched in new
multi-media ways while we add on new
monthly (or weekly) youth, young family
and grandparenting meetings at the
actual church facilities.

Through the
centuries the Jewish
and Christian
communities have
bounced back after
the set-backs of
famine, plague and
war.
Since grandparents have greatly missed
their own grandchildren, churches can
start up new ways to get intergenerational involvement and
participation in Sunday Observance
activities including actual attendance as
an intergenerational family followed by
Sunday brunch and helping visits.
Having a new Grandmothers Corps take
on these kinds of actions can spark-plug
Sunday worship and renewed intergenerational activities that will become
a new ritual or custom. (See the book
“Grandparents Are Forever” by Dr
Carolyn M. Gutowski on exciting roles for
grandparents and grand persons like
aunts, uncles and God-parents.)
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New Ministries for a New Era
To get a jump start on not only getting
back to actual Sunday attendance but
also creative ways the congregation can
begin new practical and empowering
ministries, institute an ad hoc timeconditioned two-year Post-Pandemic
Sunday Family Worship and
Participation Initiative with an action
team made up of leaders from the
Worship Staff, the Ushers Club,
Financial Committee, the Sunday School
Principal and a new Multi-Media expert.
They can explore with the entire
pastoral team creative recovery efforts.
This select team/committee can lay out
a renewing, post-pandemic Vision and
Strategy for a two-year period. This can
be funded by a special collection or
donations with a special charter. This
team can be empowered to draw up a
New Post-Pandemic Recovery and
Congregational/Parish Plan. With a
time frame that will prod members and
staff to put priority emphasis on this
task much can get dome in a short time.
Furthermore, now is the time to launch
a new evangelization and Sunday action
effort. With new energy, design a new
handout/brochure for home visits and
a newly designed website to engage
youth, young couples and families. Also,
check with the music ministry and
youth ministry directors for their input
and how they suggest announcing the
Good News for the 2020’s. (See the welldone volume entitled “Sundays, Sabbath
and the Weekend” edited by Dr. Rodney
Petersen et alii for fresh ideas like how
Caring for Creation and Environmental
Ministry tie in with Sundays.) Unless
something is done soon the recovery
time will lengthen and the momentum
will be lost.
This a moment of unprecedented
opportunity if correctly approached.
Through the centuries the Jewish and
Christian communities have bounced
back after the set-backs of famine,
plague and war. Viewed with
imagination and prayer to the Renewing
Spirit, sent by the Risen Lord on
Pentecost and throughout the past two
thousand years, we can not only
recover but also leap ahead in our
promotion of Sunday as the Lord’s Day
and our keeping prayerful Sabbath
Observance. ⁜

BOOK REVIEW

NORMAN WIRZBA’S
LIVING THE SABBATH:
DISCOVERING THE
RHYTHMS OF REST
AND DELIGHT
(BRAZOS PRESS, 2006)
BY DR. LARRY GOLEMON
Wirzba’s book is
groundbreaking
and substantive.
Many such books focus on the Biblical
roots of the Sabbath, Sunday practice, or
spirituality. Wirzba incorporates a bit of
all three into a strong ethical approach to
Sabbath as a way of life—for individuals,
families, and communities of faith.

Norman

The author grew up on a family farm, and
he draws on that experience to remind us
how close we can be to the land, fruits of
the earth, and animals—especially by
honoring all Creation with Sabbath rest.
He is very ecumenical, with education
and teaching in Protestant, evangelical,
and Catholic communities. But he is an
ethicist front and center, in a way that
brings Sabbath to bear on the life issues
of work, food, daily economics, the
environment, and home life. The broad
framework of thinking about Sabbath life
is what makes this book unique.
One of the major themes for Wirzba is
delight—ours and God’s. Sabbath rest is
not just about taking time out from the
pressures of daily life, it is stepping back
to notice all that is good—just as God did
in creation. The author digs into Biblical
passages of Genesis 1 and 2,
Deuteronomy 8, Exodus 20 and 23,
Proverbs 8, and Psalm 123 (to name a few)
to lift up the Jewish concept of menuha,
which means complete tranquility. God
does not fall asleep on the Sabbath;
instead God sits back to bless all creation
as good and to take delight in it.This
divine delight is the root of Sabbath life
for the author; and it is a radical
challenge to how we live today.Instead of
the endless pursuit to acquire bits of
creation for ourselves, “we will learn to
realign all of our activities so that they
better manifest a life of gratitude and
praise” (24).
Wirzba is like a Jeremiah who calls into
question how most of us live. We go to
the grocery store and purchase fruits,
vegetables and meats without any idea of
Continued on Page 4
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Book Review of Norman
Wirzba's Living the Sabbath:
Discovering the Rhythms of
Rest and Delight
Continued from Page 3
where they come from. We embrace
largely outdated images of small farm
production that are designed to make us
forget the pesticide-ridden farms of agribusiness and the inhumane and drugfilled treatment of animals waiting for
slaughter. We are run ragged by th pace
of work, domestic chores, media
saturation, and internet demands; and
worse we teach our children the same
thing through frantic schedules of
homework, sports, chores, and after
school activities. The space for genuine,
creative play has been lost for all of us.
Curiously, all this activity has created a
profound boredom with everyday life—as
deadlines and routines prevent us from
sitting back to take true delight, to
prioritize what is most important, and to
linger in our relationships with others.
This paradox of constant change and
boredom is named by Wendell Barry, the
philosopher-farmer ,now of blessed
memory, who wrote the foreword to
Wirzba’s book.
There is a profound Christology—or
understanding of Jesus—at the root of
this book. Wirzba stresses the new life
that Jesus brings to us in the resurrection
—not only for the life to come, but most
importantly for this life, now. Jesus’ life,
death, and resurrection inaugurate a
new creation that is redemptive of
humans and all the created order. He
draws on numerous passages from the
New Testament (eg. Luke 17, Galatians 5,
Romans 8, and Hebrews 4) to link Jesus’
Sabbath-keeping with healing,
wholeness, and divine hospitality for all

people. The author gets a little heady at
times by drawing on philosophers like
Renee Girard about the mimesis
(imitation) of violence around us and the
scapegoating of others to explain it away
(as we do with immigrants today). But his
point is that the inherent pain, suffering,
and violence in human life and creation
(have you watched killer whales torture
their prey before devouring them?) are
brought full stop in Jesus’ death—as he
bears these and the sins that often cause
them for the sake of redemption. The
cycles of violence in the world are halted
so that a new space for peaceful
relations, thanksgiving, and a joyful life
are created. The author affirms that God
suffers in and with Jesus’ death, so that
we can “be transformed by the suffering
of God…, and then from (this)
perspective… welcome the whole
creation with humility, care, gratitude,
and the overall aim of celebration” (88).
The book does get practical—don’t worry.
Wirzba addresses the implications of
Sabbath for forms of work for ourselves
and others that are meaningful, just,
relational, and which allows for creativity
that honors God’s ongoing creation. He
calls us for the creation of Sabbath
homes that are shelters from the harsh
world, places of joy and intimacy, and
schools of faithfulness. One suggestion is
around food: “If as Sabbath people we
were to insists on regular family meals
and turn our eating into a focal practice,
this would constitute a revolutionary
witness to the world…” precisely because
this calls us to cook and eat together,
choose just and healthy foods, and
cherish meals as a time to re-connect
with one another. The author also
illustrates the centrality of Sabbath-life
to economics: especially its keeping all
people close to the land and production,
honoring everyone’s household as
primary beneficiaries, and making

production and wealth accessible to all
the people. The implications for our own
lives are around prioritizing spending
with meaningful goals in life, targeting
our giving to make a difference, and
getting churches to talk more about
economics than just the stewardship
drive. Wirzba address Sabbath education
as a “transformation of our desire” (132)
to delight in the goodness of creation, to
honor the dignity and needs of our
neighbors, and to value the power of
community. In addition, the author calls
us to a Sabbath Environmentalism that
learns about the growing dangers of
climate-change, water overuse and
shortage, the over-use of land, and the
unequal distribution of the earth’s goods.
Sabbath living honors God’s creation and
what it undergoes all the time through
seasons of rest and rejuvenation:
“Creation itself has something to teach us
about rest. If we are attentive to the
world, we will quickly see that Sabbaths
are going on all around us” (152). And
finally, Wirzba brings Sabbath worship
home as the culmination of Sabbath
living:that Sunday worship shapes a life
of wonder and honor of all people and
creatures, the recognition of God’s grace
and presence in daily life, and leads us to
a life of service.
In the end, I highly recommend this book
for those who want to broaden their
framework for reflecting upon and
enacting the Sabbath. There are broad
ethical and policy implications here, as
well as practical challenges to Christian
households and congregations. But take
heed: this is not a quick read, so set aside
the time to ingest this rich, complex and
insightful book. If you have questions of
the author, join us for our Fall
Symposium with him on Oct. 23 (in
Washington DC metro or virtually!)
View our flyer on Page 5 for more details
about the event with Dr. Wirzba ⁜
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Finding Sabbath Rest
Arlington, Virginia
Saturday, October 23
9:00 am-12:00 noon
Finding Rest and Delight in Restless Times:
Practicing Sabbath in Everyday Life
Norman Wirzba, author, professor, and speaker
“According to Scripture, the world we live in is God’s
creation. It is the visual, fragrant, audible, touchable, and
tastable manifestation of God’s love, the place where God’s
desire that others be and be well finds earthly expression.”
(Dr. Wirzba)
Dr. Norman Wirzba is a Gilbert T. Rowe Distinguished Professor of Theology and Senior Fellow at the
Kenan Institute for Ethics. He pursues research and teaching at the intersections of theology, philosophy,
ecology, and agrarian and environmental studies. He lectures frequently in Canada, the United States, and
Europe. His research focuses on a recovery of the doctrine of creation and a restatement of humanity in
terms of its creaturely life. He is the director of a Luce-Foundation-funded project called “Facing the
Anthropocene,” which engages an international team of scholars to rethink several academic disciplines in
light of climate change, food insecurity, biotechnology and genetic engineering, artificial intelligence, and
species extinction.
Professor Wirzba has published many books, including The Paradise of God: Renewing Religion in an
Ecological Age; Living the Sabbath: Discovering the Rhythms of Rest and Delight; Way of Love: Recovering the
Heart of Christianity; From Nature to Creation: A Christian Vision for Understanding and Loving Our World; Food
and Faith: A Theology of Eating (in its 2nd Edition), and (with Fred Bahnson) Making Peace with the Land: God’s
Call to Reconcile with Creation. He also has edited several books, including The Essential Agrarian Reader: The
Future of Culture, Community, and the Land and The Art of the Commonplace: The Agrarian Essays of Wendell
Berry. His forthcoming book is This Sacred Life: Humanity’s Place in a Wounded World (Cambridge University
Press).
Raised on a farm in Southern Alberta, Norman went on to study history at the University of Lethbridge,
theology at Yale University Divinity School, and philosophy at Loyola University Chicago. Since then he has
taught at Saint Thomas More College/University of Saskatchewan, Georgetown College (KY), and Duke
University Divinity School. He’s the father of four children and is married to Gretchen Ziegenhals. He likes
to bake, cook and make things with wood. He also enjoys playing the guitar. He used to be a good athlete!
He enjoys being outdoors, growing food, and spending time with his family and friends.

Click Here to Register
This takes place at the Memorial Baptist Church, 3455 N Glebe Rd, Arlington, VA
MASKS are required. To attend virtually, email jscafide@lordsdayrest.org
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